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RIVERSIDE DANCE FESTIVAL 1985



Riverside Dance Festival
presents

ANAHID SOF IAN DANCE COHPANY

MIDDLE EASTERN DANCE

May 2, 4 & 5 at 8 P~l

DANCERS:

Helen Anderson
Myriam Eli
Carol Flynn
Susan Harding
Helene Johnson
Janis McAdams

Dianne Me Pherson
Delrosa Marshall
Jean Musacchio
t-larybeth Peters
Abbe Ravens
Brenda Solomon

Program Choreographed by Anahid Sofian
(except where otherwise indicated)

* * * *
PROGRAM

PART I

RAKS BELEDI

Myriam Eli, Janis McAdams, Delrosa Marshall

OOZOON DARA (premiere)

Traditional music specially taped for this program by John
Vartan, Tar; Joe Zeytoonian, Dud; Ara Dinkjian, Deff.)

Anahid Sofian
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BLACK EYES (premiere)

Helen Anderson, Delrosa Marshall, Jean Musacchio, Abbe Ravens

SWORD DANCE

Helene Johnson

MOROCCO

Helen Anderson, Carol Flynn, Susan lmrding (leader), Helene
Johnson, Dianne McPherson, Jean Musacchio, tvlarybeth Peters,

Abbe Ravens, Brenda Solomon

PRESENTING CHOREOGRAPHY BY COMPANY MEt-IBERS:

XIMERONI (Dawn)

Traditional music specially taped for this program by Joe
Zeytoonian,.Oud, Voice and Dumbeq; Arturo Martinez, Flamenco
Guitar; Yasmine Fried, Vocals.

Choreographed and performed by Myriam Eli

MIDEASTERN DESCENT:
CASTAWAY; TALE OF THE tv~ELSTROM; FOREIGN SHORE

Music composed and performed by David Feinberg.

Choreographed and performed by Dianne McPherson

- INTERtvlISSION -

In the lobby, "Trail of the Sphinx," a musicvideo produced by Media
Mannetta Productions, n~sic by Port Said, starring Anahid Sophian
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PART II

SEERAJiAR

~1yriam Eli, Carol Flynn, Dianne ~lcPherson, Anahid Sofian

TAKSI 1

Susan Harding

DRUr.i DUcT

Myriam Eli, Janis McAdams

SULU KULE

Susan fmrding, Dianne ~~Pherson, Marybeth Peters, Abbe Ravens,
Brenda Solomon

DANSE ORIENTALE

Anahid Sofian

CANE DANCE - FINALE

Helen Anderson, Helene Johnson, Janis McAdams, Delrosa Marshall,
Jean ~fusacchio, Marybeth Peters, Brenda Solomon

* * * *

DANCE NOTES

RAKS BELEDI - Represents a classical folk style of Egyptian "Belly
dance" (called awalem) as opposed to the more familiar cabaret and
theatrical style. Including sections for solo improvisations, this
sensuous dance emphasizes highly intricate isolations of body move
ments. Traditional percussion accompaniment in a 4/4 meter also
call ed "Bel edi. "
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OOZOON DARA and SEERAHAR (Part II) - Armenian dance and music are
most noted for their haunting sweetness and lyricism. These two
dances are especially characterized by a graceful and expressive
flow of the arms and hands and upper body. Traditional music in
6/8 and 10/8 meters respectively. (~~de possible by a grant from
N.Y. State's CAPS program.)

BLACK EYES - In descriptions of the notorious dancers of the
ancient port of Gades (now Spanish Cadiz) during the time of the
early Roman en~erors, there's a striking resemblance to the
"Shikhat" dancers of Morocco, and both Andalusian and North Afri
can traditions are said to have descended from the Carthaginian
world. With movements "both delicate and indelicate," the Shikhat
dance contains strong Berber and African elements.
Traditional music.

SWORD DANCE - This improvised solo dance depicts the strength and
skill of traditional men's combat dances, which were adapted by
the street and cabaret performers for their spectacular entertain
ment value.

MOROCCO - Derived from the Berber dances of southern Morocco and
incorporating elements of trance dances found throughout the Middle
East, this dance conveys the mystical power and vitality of tribal
communion. Accompanied by percussion ensemble in North African
style and meter (8/4 and 6/8).

XIMERONI (Dawn) - A poignant Greek song speaks of a woman remem
bering her lover as she roams the streets at dawn.
(Miss Eli, also an accomplished flamenco dancer, has performed
extensively throughout the New York area, in San Juan, Puerto
Rico and recently appeared on cable television.)

MIDEASTERN DESCENT - This modern dance work, inspired by the
choreographer's passion for Oriental dance, tells the tale of a
Western woman who is shipwrecked on a foreign coast and then
gently absorbed into the culture of the Near East.
(Miss McPherson has done choreographic commissions for HSPA, Bar
nard College, Montclair State College and Victoria College of the
Arts in Australia, as well as presented works on the Dance Uptown
Series and DTW.)
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SEERAHAR - See description of OOZOON DAKA and SEERAHAR top of pg. 4.

TAKSIM - The word "taksim" means improvisation in musical termino
logy and in this slow, sinuous piece, the dancer displays a sensi
tive rapport with the extemporaneous playing of the instrumentalist.

DRUM DUET - A percussive tour-de-force requiring speed, precision
and brilliance on the part of the dancers.

,
SULU KULE - The gypsy quarter in Istanbul and also a descriptive
term for their lively music performed in a complex 9/8 meter called
"karshilama. II This fast-paced dance is accented by the intricate
use of tambourines and allows for sections of improvisation.
Traditional accompaniment.

DANSE ORIENTALE - The famous (or infamous) "belly dance" of the
t>liddle East, also known as Raks Sharki (dance of the East in Arabic)
and Danse du Ventre (abdominal dance in French), known to be one of
the oldest dance forms in the world. It is reputed to have been a
ritual and therapy dance in origin, concerned with fertility and
childbirth (its specific use of the stomach muscles and breathing
apparatus is the same as is taught in natural childbirth techni
ques). Some argue this point, but whatever its origins, the dance
is a marvel of body isolations and coordination, requires mastery
of numerous rhythms, abilities in both choreography and improvisa
tion, and allows for a wide range of interpretation. Tonight's
performance pays tribute to the cabaret dancers whose personal
styles can range from classy elegance to an outrageous, bawdy
humor. Traditional music.

CANE DANCE - An exuberant finale dance taken from Egyptian
folklorica.

* * * *
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STAFF FOR ANi\l.ID SOFIAN VANCE COrviPAl'.'Y

Director/Choreographer:
Lighting Design &Photography:
Costumes:

Wardrobe:
Press Representative:
Dance Notes:
Music:

Anahid Sofian
lvlaury Englander
Marybeth Peters, Consuelo "Fox"
Elliott, Michele Van Saun, Carole
Siegall, Cathy Sharon
Lois Hawkins, Julia Bundza
Audrey Ross/Publicity
Special thanks to Steve Kohn
Special thanks to Souren Baronian,
Ara Dinkjian, Joe Zeytoonian, Rowan
Storm, Steve Knight, and Arto.

The ANAHID SOFIAN STUDIO FOR MIDDLE EASTERN DANCE
has been in existence since 1972 and offers classes for all
levels in both Turkish and Arabic styles.

The range of classes also includes instruction in drumming
and music, improvisation and choreography.

All classes are by appointment to avoid overcrowding.

For more information, please contact:

The Anahid Sofian Studio
29 West 15th Street
New York, NY 10011

212/741-2848

* * * *
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